ERRATA

It has been brought to ISEA's attention that ANSI/ISEA 107-2015 American National Standard for High-Visibility Safety Apparel and Accessories contains several errors not addressed during the final document for publication. The unintentional oversights do not represent a change in intent to the requirements of the standard and are identified below:

FOREWORD

List of organizations who were contacted to participate in the consensus process

Addition: Larkin Safety Consultants
Deletion: Fairfax County Government

Section 10.4.5.3, Dry-cleaning According to Care Label

Last sentence:
The test sample shall be cleaned for the number of cleaning cycles stated in the care label (see Section 10 and 11 and 12)

Appendix B1, Type O HVSA Scenarios – Occupational HVSA for Non-Roadway Use

Numbered items of examples:

Example Type O worker scenarios, for occupational activities which may:
1. permit full and undivided attention to approaching traffic;
2. provide ample separation of the pedestrian worker from conflicting vehicle traffic; and
3. permit optimum conspicuity in backgrounds that are not complex; and where
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